With our successive development, Sun-Tech is glad to announce that we have
enhanced our XCLASS with several advanced features including Remote
Deployment, Widescreen Support, DVD Broadcasting, Multicast and Multi-language
Platform. We believe these functions can let teacher enjoy a more efficient and
diversified teaching environment, it makes learning become more interactive and
with lots of fun!

Educational Event
Besides product development, Sun-Tech always supports educational events with
our innovative technology products. This can probably arouse student interest in
learning as well as develop their potential.
In March 2009, our XPRESS had been utilized by Hong Kong Science Museum to hold
the Hong Kong Secondary School Science Quiz Competition 2009. On that day, there
were hundreds of secondary students participating in it. With the fast summarization
and clear reporting of our XPRESS, the competition proceeded smoothly and
efficaciously. At the end, we were also pleased to receive many positive feedback
from the secondary schools, museum and university representatives.
With these valuable responses, we will keep improving our XPRESS with more
interactive and user-friendly features, so as to match up with different demands and
the fast-changing trend.

Promotional Scheme in Asian Countries
Sun-Tech not only supports the local market, but also carries out assistive campaigns
in some developing countries.
In order to let more teachers and students enjoy the convenience of teaching and
learning with technological solutions, Sun-Tech has joined hand with our distributors
to hold some campaigns for schools. To start with, we have donated a set of
software-based language laboratory to a school and provided free training. This can
let them know more about ICT in education and also experience the functionalities
and advantages.
Finally, we would like to thank for all your continuous support. Hope that you could
get valuable information about our current development and future prospect
through this newsletter.

If you have any inquiry about our products, please feel free to contact our Sales
Team
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